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Some of the brands I have had the pleasure of delighting



I have worked on Request for Proposal (RFP) presentations for all of the companies listed (as well as a host of others). The work consisted of 
producing graphics to illustrate offerings and enhance overall messaging, final branding check, document sprucing and look and feel.



Logo Creation:
 
Clockwork Video Productions: UK Video Production company
Mobit: African Telecommunications Company
One Financial Solutions: UK Financial Solutions
ShanBerg Racing: Formula Vee Racing Team
Travelstar UK: Luxury Chauffers
Monkon Muay Thai: Martial Arts
Quillbotique: Robotics Startup
Nemea: German Marketing Company
Slowlife: Slowlife Music Venue and Restaurant
Bee Balmy: Skin Balm Cottage Industry
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HOTEL ROOM - KEY CARD HOTEL ROOM - KEY CARD

AUDITORIUM - MAIN STAGE

PARTNER BOOTHS

CORPORATE 
EVENT 
BRANDING
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London Medical Laboratory
London Medical Laboratory is an independent 
clinical testing specialist and provider of pathology 
diagnostics services
www.londonmedicallaboratory.co.uk
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fibodo - Exhibition Stand Design - Elevate 2018
Booking management for Personal Trainers, Yoga 
instructors, fitness professionals of all levels.







JD PT - Booking Management App
Booking management for Personal Trainers, Yoga 
instructors, fitness professionals of all levels.

APP UI / UX



fibodo - Booking Management App
Booking management for Personal Trainers, Yoga 
instructors, fitness professionals of all levels.
www.fibodo.com

APP UI / UX



Champneys - Booking Management App
Booking management for Personal Trainers, Yoga 
instructors, fitness professionals of all levels.

APP UI / UX

















Explainer video for fibodo’s booking management system.
A video as needed to help better explain to users how the fibodo booking management system is supposed 
to work. I started by scripting the video. I then illustrated key frames and finally recorded a voice over and 
added suitable background music. Adobe Illustrator, After Effects and Cubase Audio software were used.
View the video here:  https://bit.ly/3mASkWF



Children’s Animal Alphabet - iPad Game and educational App, previously available on the App Store.
I designed the Children’s Animal Alphabet  as a fun English language learning tool for ages 3 and up.  
To help familiarise little ones with the letters of the alphabet through interesting animal visuals, rhyme and 
sound. The two games help to develop memory and recognition through these associations too.  
It also assists with creative language development and helps to build vocabulary. The concept,  illustrations 
and ideas and design were my work. I enlisted the help of a developer to handle the programming of the app.
www.twinklethumbs.com



Children’s Animal Alphabet - Features
Read along - A flick through, alphabet storybook with unique animal visuals and original 
background music.
Match - A fun kids game of memory with audio rewards and a timer for competitions.
Guess? - A game for users to guess animal names. Child voice-over for pronunciation.
Original background music and sounds can be selectively switched on/off via audio settings.

APP DESIGN
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